Signals in solid-state photochemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization recover faster than signals obtained with the longitudinal relaxation time.
During the photocycle of quinone-blocked photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs), photochemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization (photo-CIDNP) is produced by polarization transfer from the initially totally electron polarized electron pair and can be observed by 13C magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR as a strong modification of signal intensities. The same processes creating net nuclear polarization open up light-dependent channels for polarization loss. This leads to coherent and incoherent enhanced signal recovery, in addition to the recovery due to light-independent longitudinal relaxation. Coherent mixing between electron and nuclear spin states due to pseudosecular hyperfine coupling within the radical pair state provides such a coherent loss channel for nuclear polarization. Another polarization transfer mechanism called differential relaxation, which is based on the long lifetime of the triplet state of the donor, provides an efficient incoherent relaxation path. In RCs of the purple bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides R26, the photochemical active channels allow for accelerated signal scanning by a factor of 5. Hence, photo-CIDNP MAS NMR provides the possibility to drive the NMR technique beyond the T1 limit.